Features of gait are determined at multiple levels, from the selection of the gait itself (e.g., walk or run) through the specific parameters utilized (stride length, frequency, etc.) to the pattern of muscular excitation. The ultimate choices are determined neurally, but what is involved with deciding on the appropriate strategy? Human locomotion appears stereotyped not so much because the pattern is predetermined, but because these movement patterns are good solutions for providing movement utilizing the machinery available to the individual (the legs and their requisite components). Under different circumstances the appropriate solution may differ broadly (different gait) or subtly (different parameters). Interpretation of the neural decision making process would benefit from understanding the influences that are utilized in the selection of the appropriate solution in any set of circumstances, including normal conditions. In this review we survey an array of studies that point to energetic cost as a key input to the gait coordination system, and not just an outcome of the gait pattern implemented. We then use that information to rigorously define the construct proposed by Sparrow and Newell (1998) where the effects of environment, organism, and task act as constraints determining the solution set available, and the coordination pattern is then implemented under pressure for energetic economy. The fit between the environment and the organism define affordances that can be actualized. We rely on a novel conceptualization of task that recognizes that the task goal needs to be separated from the mechanisms that achieve it so that the selection of a particular implementation strategy can be exposed and understood. This reformulation of the Sparrow and Newell construct is then linked to the proposed pressure for economy by considering it as an optimization problem, where the most readily selected gait strategy will be the one that achieves the task goal at (or near) the energetic minimum.
Features of gait are determined at multiple levels, from the selection of the gait itself (e.g., walk or run) through the specific parameters utilized (stride length, frequency, etc.) to the pattern of muscular excitation. The ultimate choices are determined neurally, but what is involved with deciding on the appropriate strategy? Human locomotion appears stereotyped not so much because the pattern is predetermined, but because these movement patterns are good solutions for providing movement utilizing the machinery available to the individual (the legs and their requisite components). Under different circumstances the appropriate solution may differ broadly (different gait) or subtly (different parameters). Interpretation of the neural decision making process would benefit from understanding the influences that are utilized in the selection of the appropriate solution in any set of circumstances, including normal conditions. In this review we survey an array of studies that point to energetic cost as a key input to the gait coordination system, and not just an outcome of the gait pattern implemented. We then use that information to rigorously define the construct proposed by Sparrow and Newell (1998) where the effects of environment, organism, and task act as constraints determining the solution set available, and the coordination pattern is then implemented under pressure for energetic economy. The fit between the environment and the organism define affordances that can be actualized. We rely on a novel conceptualization of task that recognizes that the task goal needs to be separated from the mechanisms that achieve it so that the selection of a particular implementation strategy can be exposed and understood. This reformulation of the Sparrow and Newell construct is then linked to the proposed pressure for economy by considering it as an optimization problem, where the most readily selected gait strategy will be the one that achieves the task goal at (or near) the energetic minimum.
INTRODUCTION
When an individual walks into the water at a beach he/she will usually switch to a bounce-like running gait as they reach chest depth. Unlike on dry land, the gait change happens even though the individual travels quite slowly. At chest depth the buoyancy of the body roughly simulates a reduction in gravity of slightly more than 50%. It has long been known that the energetic cost of running decreases directly as gravity is reduced, while the cost of walking is far less sensitive to this effect (Farley and McMahon, 1992; Donelan and Kram, 1997; Kram et al., 1997; Bertram and Hasaneini, 2013) . The differential decrease in locomotion cost means that at approximately 50% Earth's gravity walking and running costs are equivalent, and at lower gravity the cost of running is less than that of walking (Figure 1) .
The spontaneous transition from walking to running in chest deep water, where the energetic cost of the run stride is slightly less than the walking stride, suggests that the human body can be remarkably sensitive to the energetic opportunities available in its environment. It appears that this can have a direct effect on the motor control strategy implemented, such as stimulating a change in gait from a walk to a run. We have recently demonstrated that this sensitivity to the energetic opportunities afforded by the unusual circumstances of simulated reduced gravity can involve the spontaneous implementation of quite subtle and non-intuitive movement strategies (such as making low gravity running less bouncy, Polet et al., 2018) , indicating that energetic savings, particularly in locomotion, may be highly valued by the motor control system. This also indicates that substantial plasticity is available to the control regime even for an activity as seemingly stereotyped as locomotion.
It has long been recognized that gait selection is likely based on the energetic effectiveness of the particular movement pattern, so each gait is generally selected over the limited speed range in which its energetic cost is less than alternative gaits (Hoyt and Taylor, 1981; Alexander, 2002) . Gaining proficiency at arm control in a reaching task, while maintaining a specific level of speed and accuracy, also results in reductions in metabolic cost (Huang et al., 2012) , suggesting that motor control adjustments FIGURE 1 | Reduction on the cost of walking and running in simulated gravity (data extracted from Farley and McMahon, 1992) . In normal earth gravity the energetic cost of running (per distance) is greater than walking. As gravity level is reduced, the energetic cost of running decreases more than that of walking. At approximately 50% normal gravity, the energetic cost of the two gaits is equivalent, and below this level walking cost is greater than that of running.
in general may in some way be linked to a cost assessment of the control strategy options available. Still, energy minimization in arm movements remains a contentious issue due to conflicting evidence (Kistemaker et al., 2010) and the success of alternative optimization goals in predicting movement patterns of the upper limbs (e.g., jerk; Hogan, 1984; Kistemaker et al., 2014) .
Ultimately it would be useful to identify and understand the mechanism(s) used to make such assessments, and their sensitivity and limitations. At this point, however, there is substantial ambiguity regarding even the circumstances in which energetic influences can be resolved (Wong and Donelan, 2017) . Fully understanding the 'priority landscape' that the central nervous system (CNS) operates within remains an important aspect of understanding priority recalibration in movement strategy selection, where prioritization could involve varying the weighting of various options such as force, force rate, acceleration, jerk, etc. or the energetic consequences of these and other functional characteristics. Fully recognizing and understanding the mechanisms involved could provide novel opportunities to influence gait control. More obvious and direct interventions might be replaced by potentially subtle effects that influence aspects of the energetic cost landscape and CNS sensitivity to it. Recognizing the interaction between cost and control can also provide a foundation for reinterpreting neural control models. Sparrow (1983) and Sparrow and Newell (1998) proposed a role for energetic economy in the formulation of movement strategies and the process of learning new tasks. Their 1998 paper partially formalized this general perspective by recognizing that organismic, environmental, and task dependent factors can act as constraints on the selected movement strategy (Figure 2 ) while suggesting the selection of specific control patterns would be guided by a 'pressure to operate economically. ' The objective of the current contribution is twofold. The first is to review literature that investigates the range, form and apparent sensitivity of gait to energetic cost. The intention is to focus critical attention on this aspect of motor control that is sometimes overlooked and, more importantly, is not yet fully understood. The second is to build on this to formulate a more FIGURE 2 | A diagram of the three types of constraints influencing locomotion control as conceptualized by Sparrow and Newell (1998) . The image is meant to indicate the bounds applied by each of these influences so that locomotion, then, would be constrained to occur within these bounds and guided by pressure to operate economically. rigorous definition of the Sparrow and Newell construct in order to provide a context in which further quantitative experimental investigation on the topic can proceed.
COST: ANOTHER SURFACE WE MOVE ON
In walking, speed (v), stride length (d s ), and stride frequency (f s ) are irrevocably linked (v = d s × f s ). Meanwhile, there is a mechanical, and consequently a metabolic, cost for any combination of v, d s , and f s . There is no 'free lunch' in legged locomotion, and so any set of movements comes with a definable cost. Combinations of v, d s , and f s determine all ways to walk (at least with symmetric steps). Since each combination comes with a specific metabolic cost, the full range of possible gait parameter combinations produces a 'cost surface' in speed-frequencymetabolic cost space (Figure 3) . For healthy human walking this surface has the general shape of a 'bowl' with a global minimum. When no parameters are externally determined the individual is free to select any v, d s , f s combination, but this usually results in arriving at or near the global energetic cost minimum, the unique combination that requires the least metabolic investment (preferred walking speed with normal self-selected frequency and step length). Does the individual naturally 'prefer' this set of gait parameters because of some pattern determined by the CNS or is cost a guiding input that directs the choice to provide this as the best result? Although fully recognizing that numerous factors influence the final gait expression, based on the evidence described in the following, we suspect it is no accident that spontaneously preferred and energetically cost-effective walking speeds tend to coincide, as they appear to in animal locomotion as well (Hoyt and Taylor, 1981) .
Constrained Optimization: Energetic Influence on the Plasticity of Motor Control
Increasing above preferred walking speed involves using a combination of altered d s and f s that keeps the subject at a local cost minimum with respect to speed (Kuo, 2001a) . Greater speed displaces the cost from the global minimum, but subjects then choose gait parameters (f s and d s ) with the minimum cost available for the imposed speed (they move along the 'valley bottom' of the cost surface stretching from the global minimum toward the limit of walking speed). Maintaining this local minimum with respect to speed is what we consider the 'normal' speed-frequency relationship. Speed adaptation appears to be accomplished such that the speed is achieved with the least metabolic investment by selecting the gait parameters that satisfy the task goal with the least energetic cost (Kuo, 2001b) . It is certainly possible to walk with a different set of gait parameters at both high and low speeds, however, alternate solutions are not selected since they have a greater energetic cost of transport than could otherwise be achieved (i.e., they are energetically non-optimal). The control required to realize this condition in normal circumstances could derive from evolutionary adaptation FIGURE 3 | The energetic cost surface of human walking represented in stride frequency, translational velocity, and metabolic cost space. The surface is derived from 10 subjects walking at prescribed treadmill speeds while pacing their steps to a metronome -consequently the gait parameters were fully prescribed and covered the full range of physically possible walking frequency-speed combinations (data from Bertram, 2005) . The metabolic energy cost surface represents the cost associated with level walking using any combination of gait parameters, at least with symmetric steps. Any walking strategy selected by the central nervous system will be represented by a point on this surface, demonstrating that the choice of any given set of gait parameters is associated with an energetic cost to the system. Iso-cost contours are shown in 2D in Figure 4 .
of the species in general, where the motor control pattern is determined through natural selection at the species level (those ancestors that employed a more costly movement regime were at a survival disadvantage, so their genes were eventually removed from the gene pool). More likely, however, it is derived from local and immediate assessment of the energetic optimum strategy (based on the adaptive plasticity observed in the studies following).
Like the normal speed-frequency relationship, most features of walking and running appear stereotyped. This is one of the most compelling of Bernstein's conclusions (Latash et al., 1996) : that there are a given set of activity patterns characterizing the fundamentals of locomotion. However, it is becoming more and more evident that the apparent stereotyped movement patterns are not stereotyped at all, but are simply a common, solution that is routinely selected as a result of its energetic advantage. It is relatively easy to demonstrate that various aspects of the apparently pre-determined patterns of locomotion are sensitive to a variety of influences (Nessler and Gilliland, 2009; Richardson et al., 2009) .
Simple experiments can demonstrate that energetic cost has a surprisingly fundamental influence on relatively subtle adaptations. For instance, the speed-stride frequency relationship when walking on a treadmill, generally regarded as normal, is markedly different from that used when the same individual walks along a hallway with step frequency guided by a metronome, or when pace lengths are guided by floor markers (Bertram and Ruina, 2001; Bertram, 2005) . In each case the task of walking is affected by a functional constraint: constrained v on a treadmill, constrained f s with a metronome, and constrained d s with floor markers (Figure 4) .
Constraining the strategic options of locomotion to two interdependent parameters provides an interesting opportunity to investigate the process through which the CNS selects the solution to the problem of producing effective locomotion. CNS control is particularly interesting for constrained f s or d s because these are not conditioned behaviors and are likely far less influenced by long-term experience (it is likely that the selection of speed is a natural operative in walking so experimental manipulation of this parameter simply results in a control pattern we recognize as normal and provides little information on how that pattern is arrived at). For either constrained f s or d s , however, speed is left free to be adjusted, as well as the remaining unconstrained gait parameter (d s for f s constraint, f s for d s constraint). The individual selects speed and the free parameter that emerges at a cost minimum along the track of that constraint (Figure 4) . The resulting speed-frequency relationship differs from normal and one might assume this is because the constraints interfere with normal gait. However, each feels natural to the subject, likely because he/she is moving in the most appropriate way given the circumstances (explained in the following).
Gait parameter adjustment appears to result from the constraint affecting the energetic 'cost optimization' of the task (Bertram and Ruina, 2001; Bertram, 2005) . Since v, d s , and f s are so intimately related, constraining any one of the three means FIGURE 4 | Determination of speed-frequency-step length selection when a constraint is applied to walking. Individuals walking in registry to a range of metronome beats exhibit a different speed-frequency relationship (blue line) than those walking over a range of prescribed speeds (as on a treadmill; red line). Likewise, a third speed-frequency relationship is observed if step length is prescribed by stepping on floor markers (green line). Speed-frequency relations are presented with respect to the metabolic cost surface, here represented by cost contours (gray lines) that describe the general 'bowl' shape of the surface, where the lowest cost occurs within the innermost contour and each contour indicates a cost greater than the one internal to it. See text for further explanation.
that any change in one of the two remaining parameters must be compensated for by the other. In Figure 4 the effect of a constraint can be seen by following the dashed line associated with its axis. For instance, for speed constrained walking (as on a treadmill) the subject must maintain the set speed. This is represented by the horizontal dashed line. It is physically possible to use a broad range of step frequencies to walk at this speed, but the frequency at which that speed can be maintained for the least energetic cost will occur when the horizontal line is tangent to the cost surface (cost contour on a planar plot), as indicated by point A. The energetically optimal speed-frequency relationship for speed constrained walking, then, will be a series of horizontal tangents to the contours (red line). Likewise, a frequency constraint (overground walking to a metronome beat) is a vertical slice through the cost surface (vertical dashed line, Figure 4 ). Under this constraint, the most energetically effective speeds associated with prescribed frequencies are found on the respective vertical line and tangential to the cost contour (point B). Thus, the optimum speed-frequency relationship for frequency constrained walking is a series of vertical tangents to the surface (blue line).
Step length is not directly indicated as an axis on this plot, but it is implied due to its relationship to speed and frequency (where v = d s × f s ). From this relationship step length appears as a slope on a plot of speed vs. frequency (note for instance that a line emanating from the origin with a steep slope means that speed increases substantially for a small increase in frequencyas would be the case for long step lengths -whereas a shallow slope would indicate that speed increases marginally for the same increase in frequency, as expected for short step lengths). For prescribed step lengths, the most energetically cost effective speed and frequency occur when the slope representing the step length is tangent to the cost surface (point C, Figure 4 ) and the speed-frequency relationship optimum for step length constrained walking is a series of tangents to slopes emanating from the origin (green line).
The similarity between cost surface optimization and the selection of gait parameters by subjects (Bertram and Ruina, 2001; Bertram, 2005) leads us to conclude the CNS preferentially selects gait parameters that minimize energetic cost under imposed constraints. That is, the energetic cost profile influences the movement strategy implemented by the CNS, where the strategy will involve features down to the specific parameters utilized. We have shown that this also holds for running (Gutmann et al., 2006) , hopping (Gutmann and Bertram, 2013) , and walking in cats (Bertram et al., 2014) .
Dynamic Manipulation of the Cost Surface
The example above is compelling, but involves only simple manipulations of options available on an existing cost surface. Consequently, the solution is a relatively modest variation from normal. More direct evidence would demonstrate that the solution can be modulated in dynamic response to changing optima or manipulations of the cost surface itself. Snaterse et al. (2011) altered the relationship between f s and v by measuring f s and processing it through a computer algorithm to dynamically control treadmill speed. From this, and knowing the shape of the energetic cost surface, they were able to show that individuals spontaneously responded to the algorithm to use an option that was (unconsciously) perceived to be less energetically demanding. This was the case if the less costly option involved slowing down, speeding up, or oscillating between the two (depending where on the energetic cost surface the individual was and the artificial speed-frequency relationship imposed).
Results of that study also suggested that gait accommodation occurred in two distinct stages, one rapid -on the order of 1-2 s, and one slow -on the order of several tens of seconds. They hypothesized that the two-part response was driven by different mechanisms: the rapid response, likely based on feed-forward internal estimation of movement options and the slower response likely resulting from proprioception and physiological feedback that allowed 'tuning' of the initial guess. In both cases, however, a key factor determining the motor control solution appropriate under the imposed conditions appears to be energetic cost.
In another study the cost surface was directly manipulated using a small computer-controlled exoskeleton that applied dynamic resistive torques to the knee (Selinger et al., 2015) . Through control of this device the energetics of walking were influenced by penalizing either lower or higher than preferred f s (in independent experiments). Three particularly informative features were observed.
Individuals minimized energetic expenditure, even in such an artificially imposed circumstance. However, many individuals could not discover the altered minimum until forced to explore the novel cost surface by guiding them through different combinations of f s and d s . When these same subjects were freed of the exploratory constraints and provided with the new artificially imposed cost energetics, subjects spontaneously located the new cost optimum. This finding held if the experiment was initiated with subjects constrained to a set of walking parameters (by having them match their gait to a metronome) at stride frequencies above or below the artificially determined optimum. Once released from the frequency constraint subjects shifted to a gait that had the least energetic cost (even though this required a different than normal speedfrequency relationship).
Interestingly, there was a latency in returning to normal walking parameters once the exoskeleton influence was turned off. Although appearing to be counter-evidence regarding the sensitivity of cost in controlling gait, this could also be an important clue regarding how energetic cost influences CNS control (Bertram, 2015) . The imposed artificial cost surface involved a modest global increase above normal walking, but with the optimum shifted to a new stride frequency (higher or lower than normal). Thus, when the exoskeleton was turned off, the body likely perceived a meaningful decrease in energetic cost even without a gait adjustment. It appears the feed-forward component of the control was not motivated to seek an even greater decrease in cost (i.e., locating the global minimum on the less costly surface); the adjustment to the new surface appeared delayed due to the immediate positive pay-off for the movement strategy that was currently in use. Nevertheless, subjects eventually rediscovered their unconstrained preferred gait parameters.
Of particular importance was the study design in this case. The external torque device was controlled so that some of the competing neural control advantages could be eliminated. For instance, the artificially imposed energetic optima were purposely designed to be different from the knee torque minimum, making identification of energetic cost as the motivation for the gait optimization much more robust.
THE SCOPE OF PLASTICITY
The studies above indicate that locomotion control has the capacity to change in response to different constraints and these appear related to energetic cost. How far do these adaptations reach?
Split Belt Accommodation and Adaptation
One protocol useful for examining locomotion control strategies is split-belt walking, where a subject walks on a treadmill with independently controlled belt speeds for the left and right legs (Prokop et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1998) . Subjects can immediately accommodate different belt speeds but do so with a markedly asymmetric gait. After some period (5-10 min) the motor control system adapts to provide a smoother gait, often described as 'symmetric' (Malone et al., 2012) . Of course, the impression of symmetry following adaptation to the differential speed of the belts can only be with regard to general body motion, as the legs must move and be controlled in an asymmetric manner to manage the asymmetric functional environment each leg experiences (Reisman et al., 2005; Selgrade et al., 2017) . Although healthy individuals adapt to asymmetric split-belts in consistent ways, one might ask -why do they adapt at all? Even with an asymmetric gait these individuals are not in jeopardy of failing to maintain their position on the treadmill (it takes several minutes to fully adapt, after all). It is common to assume the 'healthy nervous system favors a smooth, symmetric gait' (Malone et al., 2012) , but maintaining an appearance of a symmetric gait in this circumstance requires quite asymmetric limb kinematics, neuromuscular activity, and kinetics.
The center of pressure (CoP) profile conveniently illustrates both symmetric and asymmetric features of split-belt treadmill gait (Figure 5) . The fully symmetric CoP pattern of normal walking occurs when belt motion is equal ( Figure 5A ). In this case the movement during both the single limb stance portion of the stride and the double stance portion (step-tostep transition) are equivalent for both limbs and single stance travel is centered around the position that the double stance trajectories intersect. Immediately following a shift to asymmetric belt speeds (Figure 5B ) position on the treadmill is maintained using a gait with unequal portions of both single stance and double stance for each leg. As well, the single stance begins and ends in different positions on each belt making the crossover point of double stance different relative to each single Travel on the fast belt remains farther than on the slow belt during SS, but the travel during DS becomes equivalent. As well, the foot position at beginning and end of SS becomes aligned relative to the DS cross-over point. Figure adapted with permission from Fujiki et al. (2015) . Mawase et al. (2013) used a dual-rate motor control process to model these pattern adjustments.
(D) The energetic cost of locomotion is represented as an arbitrary function of step length raised to the fourth power (not to scale). The average cost of a long step and a short step is compared to the cost of an average step length, as well as the resulting cost savings. This cost saving is due to the non-linearity of the relationship in which slope increases with step length. The strategy of taking an average step length is employed for both symmetric belt walking as well as asymmetric belt walking after full adaptation has occurred. limb stance. Following adaptation ( Figure 5C ) double stance travel becomes equivalent even while single limb stance travel necessarily remains asymmetric. Like symmetric belt walking, single stance travel in both limbs becomes centered around the double stance cross-over point. Mawase et al. (2013) propose that these pattern changes are consistent with a dual-rate control process, reminiscent of Snaterse et al. (2011) , where feedback and feed-forward processes are involved. They suggest motor control actions during single limb stance are driven by a feedback loop monitoring environmental conditions. As a result, subjects exhibit a rapid response to changes in belt speeds. They remain in position by generating different single limb stance position changes, however, double stance adaptation takes more time (on the order of minutes). This likely indicates true adaptive learning that makes the gait as symmetrical as possible under the circumstances. True adaptive learning in a cyclical behavior is typically marked by post-adaptation relearning and Mawase et al. (2013) point out that a relearning phase is only found in the slow rate response of double stance. Regardless of the roles for feedback and feed-forward processes in split belt walking, it is still reasonable to ask why longer-term adaptation occurs at all. The accommodation immediately following a shift to asymmetric belt speeds already allows the individual to maintain position on the treadmill. What motivation does the motor control system have for further adaptation?
There is one practical advantage -that of reduced energetic cost. Note that other candidate issues such as muscle force or joint torques can be eliminated simply because symmetric walking (with symmetric leg function) at either the slow or fast belt speed is not problematic. The issue being dealt with is at the whole body level. Direct evidence of the energetic advantage of adaptation is provided by Finley et al. (2013) who demonstrated a decreased metabolic cost after full adaptation to asymmetric split-belt walking. How could energy be 'saved' by adaptation? Positive and negative work are performed at various times during the gait cycle (Donelan et al., 2002; Kuo et al., 2005) but a large portion of energetic cost for walking occurs at the transition from one stance leg to the other (Kuo, 2001b; Bertram, 2015) . A variety of strategies are employed to minimize this cost during normal walking, such as choice of step length and the critical timing of previous stance leg push-off relative to heel-strike of the next stance limb (Donelan et al., 2002; Kuo et al., 2005) . This critical timing does not simply add forward acceleration, but also adjusts the orientation of the center of mass (CoM) velocity vector in a manner that reduces step transition costs -a portion of the gait cycle where substantial energetic cost originates (Kuo, 2001b; Donelan et al., 2002) . In contrast, little energy needs to be added during the single stance phase of walking, which relies on passive inverted pendulum-like conversion between kinetic and potential energy (Srinivasan and Ruina, 2006) .
The cost of the step-to-step transition (double stance) is proportional to step length raised to the fourth power (Kuo, 2001a) . A consequence of this non-linear relationship is that alternating step lengths results in a higher average energetic cost compared to an average step length in both legs ( Figure 5D ). Walking energetics tend to rely on an optimal compromise between energy losses and the cost of the mechanisms used to replace those losses (Srinivasan and Ruina, 2006; Bertram and Hasaneini, 2013) , so the specific strategy utilized to deal with the challenges of asymmetric split belt walking will depend on a combination of (yet to be determined) factors. However, it appears clear that the motivation for adaptation to asymmetric split belt walking resides with reduction of energetic cost, rather than any issue of CNS 'preferred' symmetrical activity (unless the interpretation is that the CNS prefers a lower energetic cost option, if available). Given that some of the adaptations explicitly influence whole-body dynamics and not just limb positioning, it is difficult to imagine how such control could be expressed without a cost-related input. For instance, ankle push-off could occur slightly later in double stance and still compensate for rearward translation during the fast belt step. However, the critical timing of these events is specifically tuned to minimize muscle work required to resupply energy lost from the system during the step. Likewise, it is possible to compensate with added work at the hip, but this is less cost-effective than the critically timed ankle push-off (Kuo, 2001b) . Without a functioning ankle, unilateral trans-tibial amputees are forced to use the hip torque strategy (Selgrade et al., 2017) , demonstrating it is a viable strategy for maintaining position on the asymmetric belt, but it is not an option selected when a more cost-effective strategy is available (to non-amputees).
Simulated Gravity Responses
Gravity has a ubiquitous physical influence on normal locomotion, so it can be assumed that walking and running are fully adapted to contend with the effects of native gravity. Using a harness with near constant upward force can simulate the effects of a reduced gravitational acceleration on the CoM. As discussed in the Section "Introduction, " simulated reduction in gravity has a remarkably modest effect on the cost of walking whereas running costs are reduced directly and substantially with a decrease in gravity (Farley and McMahon, 1992; Griffin et al., 1999; Donelan and Kram, 2000) , so that at sufficiently low gravity levels (below 40-50% Earth's gravity) the cost of running is less than that of walking. This may provide an explanation for why astronauts are seen using running and skipping gaits in videos from the lunar landings (Moon gravity is 17% that of Earth). Such behavior also indicates that astronauts recognized walking as a less efficient gait in an extremely unusual circumstance; they responded by spontaneously altering coordination patterns and adapting to the energetic opportunities of a foreign gravitational environment (just as beachgoers do). The astronauts did not actually 'walk' on the moon, likely because their CNS perceived walking as a less economical gait in this unusual environment.
It must be acknowledged that the dramatic change in gravity could make the well-conditioned force generating strategy of the legs quite inappropriate (as they are set for normal gravity). However, numerous studies indicate that muscle gain settings are fairly rapidly adjusted to artificially altered gravity effects. The question being addressed here is, what information is being utilized to determine the appropriate gain setting for the new operational conditions. Recent simulated reduced gravity studies indicate an impressive adaptive control regime appears to be at work. Hasaneini et al. (2013) used a dynamic self-optimizing model (slightly more complex than Srinivasan and Ruina, 2006) and compared it with human subjects in simulated reduced gravity. The model predicts subtle changes in step length with gravity, and this was confirmed in human subjects. The model can be decomposed to determine the reason step length changes are optimum in reduced gravity. For running the energetic losses per foot contact remain approximately the same as on earth, but the non-contact flight time will be longer in reduced gravity. This means that for each contact (energy loss) much more distance is covered, resulting in a direct decrease in energetic cost as gravity is reduced. The effect is more subtle in reduced gravity walking, where the body mass does not need to slow down (as much as in higher gravities) as it vaults over the leg during single stance. As a result, it does not need to travel as fast during the rest of the stride to maintain the same average forward speed. Longer step lengths are allowed because the slower motion at contact means less energy is lost to the step-to-step transition at a slightly longer step length (and slower speed). The subtle nature of this advantage strongly suggests that the energetic consequences of locomotory movements are not simply monitored, but have a strong influence on how the CNS controls the detailed function of the limbs in locomotion.
Energetic Cost Influence on Gait Selection Strategy
The evidence above suggests that metabolic cost has an effect on both the selection and tuning of movement parameters; cost is not simply an outcome of those selected parameters. A striking example of the complex influence of energetic cost is seen in the results of a clever study showing that metabolic cost is implicated in what might be considered higher-level features of gait, the selection and partitioning of different gait modes, in addition to how the limbs are used within a gait (Long and Srinivasan, 2013) . This was also suggested in both the gait change observed when wading into water at the beach and in the astronauts on the moon, selecting a run-like gait at slower than normal speeds because reduced (effective) gravity meant the run had lower transport costs than walking. Long and Srinivasan (2013) instructed subjects to move from a starting point to a defined destination (on the order of 120 m with the end-point visible) in a prescribed time interval. Subjects were provided with a countdown timer to monitor progress and were instructed to arrive at the end point precisely as the timer counted down to zero. The time interval varied from one that was too short to reach without running the entire distance to one that was so long the subject would reach the end too quickly if they walked at a natural pace. For intervals that required subjects to walk slower than preferred they chose a combination of walking and resting periods; for intervals requiring walking faster than preferred but slower than preferred running speed, subjects chose a combination of walking and running. Although they switched back and forth between gaits for intermediate time intervals, subjects traveled at the speed that was most economical within that gait. Interestingly, regardless of the target time, subjects spontaneously combined gaits in such a way that allowed them to traverse the distance near the most economical strategy available. This result demonstrates some nuances that warrant a more detailed description.
The key results of the Long and Srinivasan study are shown in Figure 6 . The subjects' behavior over the prescribed intervals is shown in panel A. As the prescribed time interval decreases below that which can be traversed at preferred walking speed, subjects combined periods of both walking and running. Rather than selecting a gradient of walking and running speeds, however, they selected a discrete economical walking and running speed and shifted between the two optima to traverse the distance at an appropriate average pace. Over the range of time intervals, the proportion of walking and running gaits shifted in a systematic way that again resulted in the most economical traverse of the distance in the interval allotted, a result that requires a very sophisticated calculation of the energetic expenditures involved. Long and Srinivasan (2013) noted that walk and run power curves are convex upward. For such curves the common tangent indicates the minimum composite travel cost ( Figure 6B) . Since energetic cost of walking or running over the range of this tangent are greater than at the tangent itself, any intermediate pace can most economically be generated by combining the appropriate proportion of walking and running at the speeds where the tangent contacts each gait's cost curve ( Figure 6C) . It is this proportional combination that explains the speed and gait distribution empirically (and spontaneously) selected ( Figure 6A ). This indicates these individuals possessed an innate awareness of the energetic landscape (of walking, running, and the combined effects of both) and the CNS utilized this effectively. This was the case even though it involved combining gaits and speeds to generate an overall 'most economical' transit strategy under varying defined intervals. Participants accomplished this without specific practice at the task, nor any conscious understanding of precisely what they were doingit was just what seemed natural (because they spontaneously selected this locomotion strategy from the host of alternatives).
HOW SHOULD LOCOMOTION BE CONTROLLED, AND FOR WHAT PURPOSE?
The studies described above each provide an important piece of evidence indicating that gait coordination strategy is likely heavily influenced by energetic cost. Due to the circumstantial nature of the evidence, however, it could be that energetic cost only appears to guide the movements, and the association with minimum cost results as a coincidence of some other unidentified influence. Although this remains a possibility, the range of circumstances where economy of motion is maintained, and the consistency of the accumulated results that each depend so directly on energetic cost, makes it difficult to conceive of another feature that could be responsible for this result simply as a matter of coincidence. We are left, then, to ask the question: what is (are) the mechanism(s) through which energetic economy is assessed and influences motor selection?
Locomotion is controlled by the CNS, however, the brain must operate the body within functional limits to move in effective ways. In this review we have gathered evidence indicating that energetic cost appears to be an important, if sometimes underappreciated, aspect of the roadmap that the brain follows to determine what an 'effective' movement strategy is under the imposed circumstances.
If the motor control system follows this roadmap, how does it get its directions? Snaterse et al. (2011) found compelling evidence for a two-part response system: one rapid, acting on the order of a few seconds (interpreted as feed-forward control positioning the system as well as possible to deal with immediate challenges, particularly as they change -which we have referred to as 'accommodation' in the context of immediate adjustment to asymmetric split belts), the other was slower, acting on the order of tens of seconds or more (interpreted as a feedback, 'tuning' the system to operate optimally within the new circumstanceswhat we have referred to as 'adaptation'). A forward model anticipates the next state of the system based on its current state and estimates the actions required to fulfill the goal of the movement regime. Feed-forward control in circumstances not previously experienced, such as the dissociation of the speed-frequency relationship of the Snaterse et al. (2011) study, astronauts on the moon, or even simple frequency and step length constraints (Bertram, 2005) , suggests an anticipation of the cost surface form, where a previous somewhat related experience may help to inform the consequences of implementing a particular movement strategy. This is an area where very little is currently understood, but one that holds substantial potential for insight into mechanisms involved with gait coordination. However, even initial experimentation in this area requires an appreciation and understanding of the cost surface the motor control system interacts with. Although energetics often arises as a suggested objective function that can guide parameter selection (Alexander, 1991; Kuo, 2001b; Sawicki and Ferris, 2009) , no consensus to its role currently exists and numerous other objective functions have been proposed (Seireg and Arvikar, 1975; Crowninshield and Brand, 1981; Koopman et al., 1995) . FIGURE 6 | Abridged results from a study investigating spontaneously selected movement strategy when subjects are given a distance to traverse in a prescribed time period (where subjects are aware of both the end goal and the time elapsed). In (A) (above) the distribution of speeds selected for a selected group of traverse times is indicated. For traverse times at each extreme, that can be managed at a walk or demand a run, then the predominant gait is a walk or run at the preferred speed. For intermediate traverse times, however, the subjects select a combination of walk and run gaits in the proportion needed to achieve the distance in the prescribed time. Of interest is what calculation is needed to determine the appropriate speeds to accomplish this task with the least energetic cost (B). The specific power curves for these two gaits are concave upward. For traverse times intermediate between the preferred walking and running speeds the most economical strategy is to select a combination of gaits using the speed for each of the tangent line between (gray and black circles). Any traverse time can be economically accomplished using a combination of these two speeds depending on the proportion of each gait selected (C). Sparrow (1983) and Sparrow and Newell (1998) proposed a role for energy economy and described a novel perspective on how the motor control hierarchy is influenced. Their 1998 paper partially formalized this general perspective by recognizing that organismic, environmental, and task dependent factors can act as constraints to determine the movement strategy environment available while the selection of specific control patterns was guided by a 'pressure to operate economically.' Here we more rigorously define these factors.
It is relatively straightforward to conceptualize the potential influences of 'organism' and 'environment.' Organismic constraints encompass structural features such as proportions, mass distribution, allowable joint motions, etc., as well as physiological characteristics such as force and endurance limits, activation and contraction rates, and effective joint lever advantages. Environmental constraints include surface slope, coefficient of friction and intervening obstacles. The effects of both organism and environment are the motivation of substantial past and ongoing research (e.g., Taga, 1994; Manchester et al., 2011; Schoonaert et al., 2016) .
In order to properly formalize the Sparrow and Newell construct, it is necessary to add to the concepts or organism and environment a clear definition of the task goal of locomotion and the process involved with the pressure to operate economically. In a previous article (Croft et al., 2017) we argue that the definition of the task in locomotion must be independent of the mechanisms/strategies that accomplish it, so that the problem(s) overcome with successful locomotion and the solutions utilized can be clearly distinguished. This allows the CNS selected solution to be evaluated in the context of the factors influencing the choices and the solution set of options properly mapped (in terms of both those selected and those avoided).
Contrary to common practice of defining the task of locomotion as the movements observed in successful locomotion, we suggest the task should be defined as the fundamental interaction of the organism with its external environment -which we see as the functionally optimal dynamic trajectory of the individual's mass as it interacts with a supporting substrate. This leaves the commonly recognized features of locomotion tasklimb kinematics, internal and external forces and their origin in neuromuscular activity -as the mechanisms that accomplish the task . These mechanisms control the interaction of the mass with the substrate through the function of the legs, but it is the role of the CNS to employ those mechanisms to accomplish the (now explicitly defined) fundamental task. As such, these mechanisms are put into a functional context allowing interpretation of the value of strategies available to accomplish the task (or notwhere considering unsuccessful strategies can be insightful in understanding why the preferred strategy is chosen). Putting movement strategies in a functional context allows an evaluation of the weighting of options, limitations, opportunities, selection of differing compromises, and a quantification of such important control characteristics as error assessment.
Having satisfied ourselves that definitions of the main constraints identified by Sparrow and Newell were possible, albeit dependent on a substantially different perspective of the task of locomotion (Croft et al., 2017) , we sought a formalization of the suggested 'pressure to operate economically.' Based on the apparent influence of energetic cost derived from the studies discussed, we suggest that an assessment of energetic cost and the selection of less costly available options acts as the 'pressure' that guides the selection of movement strategy. This may occur in a broad range of motions but is particularly obvious in the energetically demanding context of locomotion.
It should be recognized that we are discussing motor control coordination at a different level than is usually the focus of gait coordination discussions. A common and fully legitimate question addressed in gait research asks, 'how' is locomotion coordinated? For that a substantial amount of rigorous study is used to produce insightful models directed at identifying the mechanisms that implement the strategy such as motor primitives (Dominici et al., 2011) , synergies (Ivanenko et al., 2004; Cappellini et al., 2006) , or planar covariation of kinematic control (Borghese et al., 1996; Ivanenko et al., 2004) . Such models have been successful in describing how kinematics change early in the process of walking. As toddlers take their first few steps the elevation angles of the lower limb segments are quite variable, but within a few weeks the angles covary in a similar way to adults (Cheron et al., 2001) . It is suggested that this development may occur to minimize energy expenditure. Hubel and Usherwood (2015) argue that toddlers' gait is appropriate for their organismic constraints and is limited by muscle activation demands due to power, another optimization challenge, rather than energetic cost of transport per se. It is likely that very early in learning locomotion a basic neurologically determined movement pattern is utilized that is then modified through experience and feedback assessment to satisfy the requirements of dynamic stability, goal achievement (speed and direction) and to approach an energy-based optimization, with other factors such as not surpassing joint and muscle loading limits, avoiding obstacles, etc. also affecting the final strategy (which appears to rely on implementing leg kinematics that display planar covariation, Cheron et al., 2001) .
In this review we have assumed that mechanisms exist to implement the strategy but ask the equally legitimate question, 'why' is a particular gait strategy implemented? In this we may well include the fundamental question of why normal locomotion is normal, as well as why specific parameter adjustments are made by the motor control system under specific circumstances (whether normal or not). We approach the problem following Srinivasan and Ruina (2006) and expect that almost any movement strategy is possible, then work to identify the factor that explains the broadest range of coordination adjustmentsin order to gain insight into the limits and priorities of the coordination system. The location on the energetic cost surface that an individual operates at is substantially influenced by operational strategy of the limb as it manages the interaction of the mass of the individual with the substrate on which the individual moves -an interaction external to the body, so the emphasis of this review is on those interactions that occur at the external level. A comprehensive understanding of the motor control strategy and its influences must extend to interactions of the system (the individual) with the external environmentthe purpose of the motions -rather than just to the cost involved with implementing the operational mechanisms within the body components. Sparrow and Newell's (1998) economic movement constraints (environment, organism, and task) with the cost surface for walking implied as the outcome. Based on emerging evidence indicating that energetic cost has influence on the CNS control regime (reviewed herein), we propose that these 'influences' combine to determine the cost surface-motor control interaction. Energetically appropriate control strategies are generated by standard physiological feedback but as experience and learning accumulate a feed-forward anticipation of a serviceable control strategy develops. The feed-forward accommodation appears to extend to quite complex circumstances but likely is continually modified depending on the precise circumstances encountered.
The metabolic cost surface is a more rigorous definition of the energetic consequences of locomotion strategy than alluded to by Sparrow and Newell (1998) . This surface defines the energetic advantages and consequences of any movement strategy selected. Although this surface is well documented for level locomotion on the treadmill, it is certain that the surface itself is susceptible to the effects of environmental circumstances (walking over obstacles, for instance) or features of the individual's form and physiology (limb proportions, level of fatigue, proportion of muscle type, etc.). These influences, of course, match Sparrow and Newell's environmental and organismic 'constraints. ' Rather than constraints, we might suggest that these factors, including aspects of the task itself (such as speed of progression), can be considered influences on the location on the cost surface that the individual operates. Given a specific locomotory task, it is important for the CNS to determine the most appropriate action to implement. Because locomotion operates on an energetic cost surface, any movement strategy implemented will determine the location on that surface. The studies discussed above focused on the apparent sensitivity of the CNS to energetic cost and lead to a re-conceptualization of Sparrow and Newell (1998) constraint diagram, now including the energetic cost as an outcome (Figure 7) . This conceptualization provides the basis for a more comprehensive perspective on the interaction of energetic cost and locomotion motor control, including the potential relationship between feedback and feedforward effects.
Finally, why should energy be so important? In asymmetric split-belt walking, for instance, the individual is able to function without using an energy-minimizing modified motor control strategy, but individuals appear to universally adapt to a strategy that has an energetic advantage, even if that advantage is slight. Why should the motor control system be so sensitive to conserving relatively small amounts of energy?
Energy has some unique characteristics. As pointed out by Long and Srinivasan (2013) , energy, like money, is a fungible resource -energy saved in one behavior is available to be used in another. Energy can be considered the currency of the body's actions. It appears the motor control system is a prudent spender under most circumstances involving locomotion. Possibly this is because locomotion is such an important aspect of daily life (especially over evolutionary time). Even a subtle energy saving per step-over the course of days, months, or years-can sum to a valuable increase in a critical resource. To fully understand how, and why, the motor control system responds as it does, it will be necessary to investigate how the energy accounting books are kept. Again, this is an area of gait control that has received modest attention in the past, as compared to the detailed focus that has been given to mechanisms responsible for how control signals are generated, transferred, integrated, and expressed. We contend, however, that a complete understanding of motor coordination in gait must also consider the external aspects of the activity, amounting to the 'why' of locomotion. Doing so may well provide an important context for interpreting why the internal activities respond to energetic opportunities and consequences as they appear to.
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